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MONTHLY MEETINGS
Our monthly meetings are held on the �rst Tuesday of each month, (except January),

commencing at 1200 hours at the Lakers Football Club Rooms in Wendouree.
Due to some redevelopment/construction works, entry is currently o� Dowling Street

through the previous car park and adjacent to the dog training area.
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AIR  FORCE  ASSOCIATION
OF   VICTORIA

 SAVED FROM THE RUBBISH BIN

An entry in the Operations Record Book at RAAF
Station Richmond for 31 January 1942 shows:

At 1842 hours [31 January 1942] No. 100 BEAUFORT SQUADRON, R.A.F.  arrived  at  RICHMOND,  coming 
under control  of  Southern  Area  from  the  date of arrival to carry out training as well as operational
�ying during its stay  at RICHMOND. The squadron included eight aircraft, ten o�cers and sixty airmen.

Left to Right : F Sgt Max Mahoney, F Sgt Al Greenhill,
Wg Cdr ‘Sam’ Balmer and F Sgt Stan Ja�ar.

Some time ago, a builder, who was demolishing an old suburban house in Melbourne, noticed an envelope with
faded snapshots dumped in a rubbish bin.  On recognising these as Air Force related he passed them on to aviation
historian Kevin O’Reilly.  Now it just so happens that Kevin did his National Service at RAAF Ballarat in 1955, so he
recognised that all of the photographs bar one, related to 1WAGS trainees at No 1 Wireless Air Gunners’ School at
RAAF Ballarat during WWII

With thanks to Kevin, our Ballarat Branch of the Air Force Association is now in possession of the photographs
from the envelope that are 1WAGS related  for safekeeping and copying for memorabilia display as well as digital
display on a 1WAGS Memorial website.

However, it is not those photographs that are the
subject of this story.  Recently,  Kevin also
emailed to me a copy of  ‘the other’ photograph
from that envelope saved from the rubbish bin,
a photograph of a crew taken in  front of a
Beaufort aircraft, but he did not know the
identity of the crew.  A little bit of research
reveals that this “White Elephant”  Beaufort
was �own by Wing Commander J.R. ‘Sam’ Balmer,
shown in the photograph at right.

In 1942, at the time of Australia being under
attack from Japan, (the �rst bombing of Darwin
was on the morning of 18th February 1942),  a
British RAF Squadron of Beaufort aircraft was
positioned at the RAAF Station at Richmond
NSW.
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So here we have a very important photograph of the Commanding O�cer of 100 Beaufort Squadron RAAF with his
crew, a photograph that had been discarded, with other photographs, into a rubbish bin but saved by a builder
who was thoughtful enough to hand them to an appropriate person.

Considering that this photograph was in the same envelope as the photographs relating to a particular 1WAGS
course at RAAF Ballarat, it was expected that one of the WAG’s in this photograph was probably on that course,
but a check of the Personnel Occurrence Report for that course showed that this was not the case.  However, four
of the Wireless Air Gunners at this same time serving with 100 Squadron were.  They were  : Geo�rey Brokenshire
who was part of Sqn Ldr Peter Parker’s crew, Stanley John Mars of Plt O� Nicholas’ crew, Richard Whitford of Flg O�
Law-Smith’s crew and  Jack Norman who was part of Flt Lt Dey’s crew.    So that envelope of discarded photographs
would have belonged to any one of those four men.

While researching this photograph I came across a superb piece of 100 Squadron history which not only gave me
the  information that I needed to identify the crew, but provided me with an excellent account of our war with the
Japanese right here during WWII which does not get the same sort of historical coverage as the war in
Britain/Europe does.  Do yourself a favour, it is available on-line ...“The Song of the Beauforts” ... simply GOOGLE it.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

THE 100TH YEAR
WORLD WAR I ARMISTICE

The Australian Corps lost nearly 10,500 men between April and October 1918. Monash pushed his men hard over
the remaining weeks and they achieved remarkable victories at Mont St Quentin and Peronne. The last Australian
infantrymen to die in battle fell on 5 October, which was the �nal day of action for our infantry forces. Artillery,
engineer and logistics units remained operational, as did the Australian Flying Corps. The AFC’s Nos 2 and 3
Squadrons accompanied the British advance almost to the Belgian Border and 3 Squadron continued the �ght into
Belgian territory. 

Ludendor� fell into despair, telling the Kaiser that Germany faced a hopeless military situation. He demanded that
the Allies be asked for a cease-�re and suggested that Germany be put on a more democratic footing to encourage
President Wilson to negotiate more favourable peace terms. On 3 October Prince Max of Baden was appointed
Chancellor and entrusted to enter negotiations to achieve an armistice.

Many Germans were taken by surprise. They had already been badly a�ected by the army’s ghastly death toll and
the shortages caused by the naval blockade and civilian morale began to crumble. 

Prince Max sent a message to Wilson who demanded to know on whose behalf the Prince was speaking. Aware that
Germany was at the point of revolution, the Chancellor agreed to end submarine attacks on passenger ships and 
implied that reforms were taking place. He o�ered his resignation to the Kaiser, telling him that he would have to
choose between the civilian government and the military leaders.

Then, on 1st March 1942, following receipt of an o�cial Air Force communiqué 24/42,  the Richmond Operations
Record Book stated :

On the authority of AFCO 24/42 dated 28th February 1942,  No. 100 Squadron R.A.F.  which  had  been 
employed  as an  operational  training  unit  on  loan to the R.A.A.F., became, w.e.f. 25.2.42, No. 100
Squadron R.A.A.F. stationed at  R.A.A.F. Station RICHMOND..................

..................and on 18th March 1942,  Wing Commander J.R.  ‘Sam’  Balmer was appointed
Commanding O�cer.

(John Raeburn ‘Sam’ Balmer would later lose his life while taking part in a Lancaster night-time bombing
mission of an enemy military camp at Bourg-Léopold (Leopoldsburg), Belgium on the night of 11-12th May
1944. His aircraft did not return).

(NH, Ed.)

The Armistice of 1918 and Treaty of Versailles – 
Part Four ~ The Price of Peace
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On 7 November a German delegation crossed the front line in a car bearing a white �ag and proceeded by train to a
siding in the forest of Compiegne. They were told that Germany had to leave all the occupied territories and
withdraw behind the Rhine. The Allies were to occupy the Rhineland and some bridgeheads further to the east and
Germany had to hand over vast quantities of warships, submarines, artillery pieces, aircraft and railway locomotives
and wagons. Allied prisoners of war were to be released but not Germans and the naval blockade would continue
until a formal peace treaty was signed. Agreement was reached that hostilities would end at 11 am on 11 November. 

Towards the end of 1918 Allied troops, including the Australian Flying Corps Number 4 Squadron, occupied the
Rhineland. However, it took another seven months before the Treaty of Versailles was ready for signing. Germany
had to recognise the independence of Czechoslovakia and give up parts of Upper Silesia to that country. Other
regions of Upper Silesia were ceded to Poland, as was the province of Posen that Polish nationalists had seized in
1918. France regained the territory of Alsace-Lorraine that it had lost to Germany in 1871. Tight restrictions were
imposed upon German rearmament for land, sea and air warfare and she was left with an army of just 100,000 men. 

The Treaty of Versailles required Germany and the other Central Powers nations to accept guilt for starting the war
and in�icting damage and loss upon France, Belgium and other countries. Massive reparations amounting to
almost 590 billion Australian dollars in today’s terms had to be paid.

The demilitarisation of the Rhineland and its occupation by Allied troops, the territorial losses, the massive
reparations, and the attribution of guilt were to feed resentment and bitterness  that would �nd a strident voice
after Hitler was victorious in general elections in 1933. As he assumed dictatorial powers he began to repudiate 
them by reoccupying the Rhineland, seizing Czechoslovakia on the pretext of “liberating” its ethnic German minority,
integrating Austria within his Third Reich, and then attacking and occupying the whole of Poland. This was a step
too far for Britain and France who declared war in September 1939, a little more than twenty years after the Treaty
of Versailles was signed. 

By the end of the Great War Australia had lost almost 60,000 men from a population of �ve million. Families were in
mourning across the country and monuments were constructed in every town and village. Melbourne’s population
is about the same as Australia’s was during the Great War and we can gain some understanding of that outpouring
of grief by imagining how we might feel if a similar number of young men from families throughout that city had
been brutally killed between August 2014 and November 2018.

They include 178 men from the Australian Flying Corps who were killed during the war, whose memories are
preserved in the monument to the Corps at RAAF Point Cook. We will never forget them, and nor should we forget
the armistice and peace treaty that ended what so many hoped would be the war to end war. (Barry Turner)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The Reichstag leadership asked Kaiser Wilhelm to agree to abdicate once an armistice was signed but he refused
and ordered troops to be sent to Berlin to suppress the revolution. On the night of 8 November, the army leadership
decided that the Kaiser had to step down and made an emotional appeal for him to give up the throne. 

Revolutionaries seized the Imperial Palace in Berlin and the leader of the Social Democrats, Philipp Scheidemann,
took to the Reichstag balcony to proclaim a republic. Prince Max resigned as Chancellor and the Social Democratic
Party’s Friedrich Ebert replaced him. Hindenburg advised Wilhelm that he should leave for Holland for his own
safety and the Kaiser complied. He was to spend the rest of his life in exile there.

FIGHTING FOR PEACE : ANZAC REVISITED, A CENTURY OF SPIRIT AND SACRIFICE
1st – 11th November, 2018 — 10:00am – 5:00pm ~ Clunes RSL, 30 Fraser Street Clunes Victoria 3370
Fighting For Peace : Anzac Revisited, a Century of Spirit and Sacri�ce. Enhance understanding of the ANZAC
Legacy; commemorate the spirit, mate-ship, sacri�ce, freedom and fairness associated with wars fought.
Explore the tension with knowing that WWI was meant to be the war to end all wars, the exhibition includes
displays of local stories and memorabilia. Exhibition Opening: 6.30pm Thursday 1 November.
Curator’s Talks: 1:30 – 2.30pm Saturday 3 & 10 November *opens at noon on Remembrance Day 11 November

CENTENARY OF ANZAC EVENT ~ RSL CLUNES

The Navy high command decided to put the High Seas Fleet to sea in a showdown against the Royal Navy but
sailors in Kiel, where the Fleet was based, mutinied. The naval insurrection spread to other cities, workers paraded
in Berlin carrying red �ags, a workers’ republic was proclaimed in Munich, and Soviets sprung up across Germany.
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BRUCE CLIFTON ~ WWII Lancaster Pilot ~ WWII Survivor ~ A compressed account of his WWII story   

Still not yet 19 years old, a young
Bruce Clifton, excited and ready
for his big adventure, heading to
the UK for further pilot training

It was September 1939 and 15 y.o. Bruce Clifton was a student at Caul�eld Grammar in Melbourne.

With his father a Bank Manager located at  Willaura in country Victoria,  Bruce was a boarder at the college for this,
his �nal year of schooling.  He would turn 16 in the coming January,  It was a Sunday morning, the 3rd day of that
month. Bruce and other boarding students were sitting in the Common Room when Prime Minister Menzies made
an announcement over the radio:

  "Fellow Australians, It is my melancholy duty to inform you o�cially that in consequence
                             of a persistence by Germany in her invasion of Poland, Great Britain has declared war upon
                             her and that, as a result, Australia is also at war”.

This wasn’t totally unexpected, but now, it was real.  The mood following the announcement, Bruce says, was a
mixture. There were kids that were depressed, kids that were excited and the older guys were on the verge of being
able to join up with one of the defence forces.  The younger ones at 16, “we wanted to be in it”, says Bruce, but they
were going to have to �ll in a couple of years before they would be able to enlist. 

Bruce told his father that he wanted to leave school and join the air force.  “Well, you can’t join the air force until
you’re 18,  said his father, “What about going into the bank for a couple of years, and whatever you do afterwards,
the bank training won’t have done you any harm, and probably stand you in quite good stead with another
employer.”   And so it came to be, Bruce started work with the National Bank at Koroit in country Victoria at age 16,
with transfers to the other Victorian country branches at Merino and then Natimuk.

At the age 17 & 1/2, Bruce went to Hamilton and volunteered to join the Air Force when he turned 18.  This resulted
in Bruce receiving a total of 21 training booklets to commence his studies under the Empire Air Training Scheme.
To prepare himself, Bruce also spent some night time with the local postmaster learning morse-code.

Shortly after turning 18, Bruce received his call to go to Melbourne for medical examination and was then placed
on the Aircrew Reserve.  Hearing that the wait to commence training would be six months,  Bruce took advantage
of a situation where he could volunteer to enlist in another category while awaiting aircrew training;  so Bruce saw
some time as an RAAF Guard.

It was August 1942 that Bruce found himself headed to Brad�eld Park in Sydney, NSW for some training together
with other aircrew trainees.  After three months training each was ‘classi�ed’
for training in a particular aircrew role.  Students classi�ed for pilot or
navigator training remained there for another months training while the
others were posted to various locations to continue training in their
particular role. Elated to be classi�ed for Pilot training Bruce was posted to
Narrandera NSW to complete elementary �ying training skills on Tiger
Moth aircraft.  Bruce then had a very short stay at Uranquinty for single
engine pilot training, but was found a bit  ‘short in the leg’  for the Wirriway
aircraft, so Bruce was posted to No 6 Service Flying Training School at RAAF
Mallala SA to train as a multi-engine pilot, where training was with the Avro
Anson aircraft.  Completing his course here was the last of Bruce’s Australian
based training and where he quali�ed for, and was awarded, his Pilots 
Wings’.

The Embarkation Depot at RAAF Brad�eld Park, Sydney, NSW was where
Bruce was located brie�y in October 1943 before he embarked on 22nd
November 1943 for further training in the UK.  With the war in the Paci�c,
it was the long way round for ships ferrying military personnel to the UK.
Bruce, as one of approximately 220 Australian aircrew, travelled on the
American troop ship the ‘USS West Point’ up the east side of South America
to San Francisco.   It was then a rail trip to New York where the boys had
some time to see the sights before leaving on  a passenger liner, the  ‘Andes
(2)’, which had only recently been built in Belfast and launched just six months prior to the outbreak of WWII when
she was immediately requisitioned as a troop carrier by the British Government.
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On arriving at Market Harborough, it was time to put a crew together to move on to training with the larger
Wellington bomber.  The process for putting the crew together followed the routine at the time which was to
simply bring together the di�erent aircrew members and let them put their crews together themselves. Bruce was
�rst approached by another Aussie who was a Wireless Air gunner, so now they were two.  Next, two Air Gunners
who wanted to stay together on a crew, ‘popped the question’, so now there were four.  Then a Bomb Aimer and a
Navigator asked, ’can we �y with you’?  and that was it, a crew of six.  An Engineer would be added at a later time.

The next posting for Bruce and others was to Connah’s Quay, near Chester, for two months training with the
twin-engined Airspeed Oxford before moving on to No 14 Operational Training Unit at Market Harborough. 

Disembarkation in the UK was at Liverpool, then a train trip to Brighton to be at the ‘Personnel Despatch and
Reception Centre’  for further processing which, for Bruce, was heading to the Tiger Moth aerodrome at Field, near
Reading.  This was basically for some refresher �ying training and map reading over England.
  

Lancaster Bomber

The �ve members that Bruce had now taken on as his crew were Australian wireless air gunner Peter Kirkpatrick,
the two air gunners were Frank Dunstan and Ken Davey,  the bomb aimer was Ted Slaughter, and the navigator was
John Wilson.  So the crew to date consited of two Aussies and four Englishmen.

After four months training as a crew of six on the Wellingtons, it was now time for the big move up to the
four-engined Sterling aircraft.  This was at 1654 Heavy Conversion Unit at Wigsley which is where an Engineer, Don
Alpin, was added to make up the full seven man crew.   This of course was a big step-up, particularly for the pilot.
Handling a large four-engined bomber was a whole new ball-game, so some intensive training here and bonding
of this now complete seven-man crew, and it was time for  ‘Finishing School’ ....

..........the  ‘Lancaster Finishing School’ at
Syerston that is,  which took them through
to December 1944.

With all of this training behind him and his
crew, on 9th December1944, Bruce and his
crew were posted on strength to No 57
Squadron, RAF East Kirkby.  They were now 
‘operational’ .............    but,  some more
training was to follow before they were 
‘o� on missions’.

Bruce had to do a  ‘second diggy’  �ight, �ying with an experience crew on a real mission, �ying as second pilot.  This
was an actual bombing mission to a particular military target over Munich.  ‘Mission accomplished’, Bruce took over
piloting that aircraft on the return to base, .... experience gained.  Bruce was now ready to lead his own crew on
missions.

Bruce’s �rst operational mission with his crew was related to German submarine ‘pens’ near Rhone on the French
coast.  Pockets of German resistance were holding out all down the French coast including  near Rhone where
German submarines were operating from under massive concrete ‘pens’.  Bombing needed to be very accurate.

When approaching Rhone the ‘Master Bomber’s call was  ‘can’t be accurate enough, need to go round again’, which
meant �ying directly over the target, while  ‘being shot at’, and then coming around again, which they did ..... 
‘mission success’   ..  time to head back to Base. So the �rst real mission that Bruce and his Lancaster crew were part
of, was a success, and more followed, but won’t all be accounted here.

Bruce was to spend his 21st birthday as part of a bombing operation of oil facilities at Brucks in Czechoslovakia,
leaving on 16th January and returning on 17th.  At this time, there was a lot of concentration on destroying oil
facilities that were supplying the ‘lifeblood’ to the German war machine.  This mission followed a similar path that
Bruce and his crew would be following on their �nal mission as a crew.  To avoid heavily forti�ed areas if �ying
direct to their targets in Germany/Europe it meant �ying �rst in a northeasterly direction to the North Sea area and
then turning east and then turning toward the target area in a line over the Kattegat, a narrow stretch of water
between German occupied Denmark and ‘neutral’ Sweden.     
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In relation to the bombing of the oil facilities at Brux, which Bruce and his crew were involved on 16/17 January,
a  Wikipedia entry on line, under the title :  ‘Oil campaign chronology of World War II’  states :

 “This attack and an earlier U.S. PFF attack on December 25 immobilized the giant synthetic plant at BRUX".

Systematic bombing of oil producing facilities that were feeding the German war machine was at it’s peak.

Synthetic fuel factories at Politz, (then in German territory, and today known as  ‘Police’, and is part of Poland), were
producing 15% of Germany’s total consumption of synthetic oil.  These facilities had been bombed on several
occasions, but it was in February 1945 that a total 477 bombers took o� from various locations in the UK and in two
waves of bombing put the facilities out of action and those facilities were then captured on 26 April 1945.  Today,
guided tours of the plant are conducted. 

Of the 477 bombers heading o� on that operation to Politz, the Lancaster bomber piloted by Bruce was one of
them;  however, Bruce’s aircraft was not to reach the target.

Having �own his aircraft in the morning of the upcoming operation, everything checked out OK.  However, that
evening, when going to his aircraft to start up in preparation for departure, the starboard engine, which is started
�rst and used to generate power the get the other three engines started, failed to start.  Mechanics were then
quickly on the scene taking cowling o� the engine and checking things out.  By this time, aircraft were already
taking o� and if you were delayed by more than 30 minutes, you just don’t go.  However, the mechanics got things
sorted, engines started, everything cleared, thumbs up to go, with 2 minutes to spare.  By leaving 28 minutes after
the gazetted take-o� time they needed cut inside the intended track which they did and were back on track
heading toward the target in a line taking them over the Kattegat between Denmark and  Sweden.

Suddenly there was a string of eight anti-aircraft shells coming up at them from a Swedish position below so
Bruce banked the aircraft to port in an attempt to avoid them but the shells hit the underneath of the aircraft.  A
smell of cordite from the shells was immediately evident and the aircraft went into a dive.  Pulling on the stick
to try to control the aircraft, “there was nothing, it just �opped back”, says Bruce.

Yelling jump, jump, jump, Bruce physically reached out to the engineer alerting him to �t his parachute.  In a
Lancaster, the pilot wears a pilot type parachute which �ts and acts as a part of the cushioning in his seat. The
engineer, wearing an observers type parachute wears a vest to which his parachute clips to when needed.  The
engineer turned to grab his parachute....

“Suddenly there was an awful bang, and it just blew up, and a very bright light which blinded me, I couldn’t see
anything” says Bruce. Blinded by this light, he was actually thinking that he had been killed and thought “at least it
doesn’t hurt, Mum is going to be upset”.

Bruce continues : “All this time it's just no seat, no aircraft, no wall just bright vivid orange dazzle and as that cleared
I saw a shape, a long shape and I thought, oh! one of the fellows has got out,? and I'm peering at it and when it
turned, it was �at and I immediately thought, that's an engine cowling, because I had seen them taking the engine 
long side panels o� the side of the engine back at base.  Oh, I had better pull this, and I gave the parachute cord a
heave.  It was dense cloud below, so I had no idea whether I was going land into the sea, or into water, or into
Denmark or where”.

Bruce had apparently been falling on his side and when the parachute activated it jolted him into an upright
position causing a sharp whiplash e�ect to his body.  It was winter,  Bruce drifted down through the cloud and
was plonked into wet mud in a ploughed �eld, and in darkness.

His boots stuck in the mud and he fell on his face, he uncoupled his parachute and discarded both it and his Mae
West.  There wasn’t a light anywhere to be seen.  Standing there in the darkness with his aircraft ordinance still
exploding and burning in the distance, he was expecting to any minute be arrested by German guards in occupied
Denmark. Moving about in the mud he sighted a large pipe-line.  “My God, that has got to be an oil pipe-line, they
will be patrolling that for sure”.   Crouching down low, Bruce started to make his way up a rise.

 



‘Neutral’ Sweden

Bruce’s Lancaster was hit and exploded,
and Bruce landed on the Sweden side of
the Kattegat, very near Helsingborg.

Kattegat
German
occupied
Denmark
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Struggling through the mud up the rise, Bruce got to the top and, on the other side, the lights of a city.  “I think I
must be in Sweden, beauty, that must be Helsingborg’”,  and it was.

Bruce could see the shape of what appeared to be farm buildings,
but there were no lights.  Bruce found a door to the farm house and
banged on the door.

The lady of the house answered the door to Bruce, who was
standing there covered in mud.  The house was without power as
Bruce’s aircraft crashing and exploding had blacked out that part
of the district.  The woman’s husband had gone into Helsingborg
to a concert, but she had other neighborhood visitors there, but
none of them could speak a word of English.

Gestured to come inside, Bruce was sat at a large kitchen table.  A
basin of warm water and towels were brought in and the lady of
the house proceeded to ‘clean him up’, while others set a feast of 
food on the table.

The visiting man that was there proceeded to take Bruce’s �ying
boots o� him and Bruce thought that he was  ‘souveniring’  them, but he took them away, cleaned them up, and
brought them back to him.

A young ‘Home Guard’ appeared but Bruce says he just seemed to be a confused young fellow and didn’t know
what he was supposed to do, but three policemen eventually arrived in a police car and ”they were a bit o�cious,
frisked me and slapped me up and down for concealed weapons”, says Bruce.

After ‘processing’ at the Police Station in Helsingborg, Bruce was handed over to a Swedish Army O�cer, a friendly
chap with good English who walked Bruce to a set of military o�ces in the city where a uniformed army girl served
them sandwiches and co�ee while the two men chatted.  “I was obviously being debriefed” says Bruce, “he wasn’t
writing anything down, so the assumption was that it was being recorded”. 

Bruce was then walked to some army barracks where he was given a bedroom with a single bed. A soldier brought
him a mantle radio and another gave him some English magazines.  At this stage, Bruce could not get any
information about the fate of the rest of his crew.  There was a chair placed outside Bruce’s door so Bruce guessed
that it was for a guard, but Bruce wasn’t going anywhere.  He was being treated very well, he wasn’t a POW, he was
an  ‘internee’  in a neutral country, and he knew that he would, in time, be returning back to the UK.

The next day an army doctor checked out Bruce‘s problem of not being able to turn his head. Did some work on
Bruce’s back and said, “nothing broken, you will be OK after three or four days”.

An army o�cer came and gave him a coat to put over his air force uniform and showed him the sights around
Helsingborg before they boarded a sleeper train that night to go to Stockholm where they were met by British
Embassy sta� who gave him some money and other items before he was required to board another train to go to
the internment camp at Falun.  By this time Bruce had been made aware that the rest of his crew had perished.  He
asked if he could go to the crash site, but the answer was no.

Bruce said that the internment camp was more like a guest house.  There were
already 20 British airmen there.  This was the commencement of Bruce’s one
month as an ‘internee’.  On his second day there, Bruce was taken into town by
one of the British internees, a Flight Lieutenant, and �tted out with civilian
clothes, all at the expense of the British Government.

After about one week, Bruce was given a leave pass to return to Helsingborg to
attend the funeral service for the six men of his crew. 1945 ~ Bruce Clifton attends the

funerals of his six crew members
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At the end of his month’s stay in Sweden, Bruce was taken, with the 20 British airmen, to Stockholm airport and
�own in a DC3 Dakota aircraft, (an obviously military aircraft but with a BOAC sticker on its side), to Leuchars, a
small town and parish near the north-east coast of Fife in Scotland.  A train trip to London followed the next day
where he was ‘medically boarded’.  While Bruce says he didn’t feel that he had any real problems, didn’t feel any
di�erent, the Board seemed to think he was a bit jumpy and in some state of anxiety. They deemed him un�t for
�ying duties and gave him two weeks leave which he put to good use by going to Mrs Steele’s farm, a lady who had
befriended him and his crew earlier, but that is another story not covered here.

After his two weeks leave, it was back to Berkeley Square to the medical Board where he was now declared fully �t 
for all duties, ground and air, but, having been shot down and survived, he was given a nominal six weeks  ‘survivor’ 
leave, so it was back down to Mrs Steele’s farm for helping out on the farm and some rest and recuperation.

Back at his squadron Bruce was given another crew, so he was ‘crewed up’ again. Shortly after that, the 8th May
1945 rolled round and the war in Europe was over.

The anguish of his parents and siblings back home during the war, the friendships made, and the good times had
during his wartime service, there are some sad and some wonderful little stories right through there. His trips back
to Sweden and meeting again the wonderful Swedish people that invited that mud-covered pilot into the
farmhouse and cleaned and fed him... to tell all these stories would take a very large volume, not a few pages in a
newsletter, as would the story of Bruce’s return home, marriage, raising a family. 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
VALE ~ William Alexander  ‘Bill’  WILKIE

Sadly, Bill Wilkie, a long time member of our Ballarat Branch and  an ex-POW, passed away on 1st October 2018.

A WWII rear gunner, Bill took part in several WWII bombing missions during December 1944 and January 1945
before needing to bail out of a crippled and burning Lancaster bomber over Germany on 29th January 1945.
At just 19 years of age  with the rank of Flight Sergeant, Bill became a Prisoner of  War, held by Germany.  Bill
was to spend his 20th birthday as a POW in a camp near Nuremburg.  He was to later spend time at Stalag VII A
at Moosburg which was liberated in April 1945 and manned by the US Army .  Bill was discharged from the RAAF
on 12th December 1945 with the rank of  Warrant O�cer.

 
MAY HE REST IN PEACE ~ LEST WE FORGET

(NH Ed.) 
Bruce Clifton has made visits back to Sweden to visit the resting place of his crew

While Bruce’s story is one of incredible survival, tragically, there are the six lives lost in this story.

Frank Dunston, Ted Slaughter, Don Alpin, Ken Davey, Peter Kirkpatrich and John Wilson
MAY THEY REST IN PEACE ~ LEST WE FORGET



BALLARAT BRANCH AIR FORCE ASSOCIATION OCTOBER 2018 REPORT  ~  MONTHLY MEETING 4 SEP 2018 

Attendance: Peter Allen, John Furness, Heather Gardner, Shirley Gribble, John Harley, Noel Hutchins, Gordon Jarvis,
Ken Marsh, Lachie McBean, Bob McDonald, Stan Pickford, Keith Pitman, Penny & Tom Roberts, Barry Turner,
Stephen Waddington, Albie Watson, Stan White and Margaret Wood.

Apologies: Pat and Jenny Asquith, Bob Bennett, Mathew Chester, Bruce Clifton, Dorothy Donaldson, Ron and Dot
Douglas, Brian Drennan, Tom Jobling, Michael Lake, Keith Lanyon, Roger McLeod, Bill Mitchell, Dianna Peacock,
Sue Pitman, Peter Schoutens, Glen Wesley.

The meeting commenced with a solemn tribute to our popular long term member and ex-POW, Bill Wilkie who has
passed away on October 1.

The absence, due to illness, of our audio and projection whiz kid, Peter Schoutens, through illness, was soon
evident when the sound equipment, functioning perfectly prior to the meeting, failed to produce anything! The
meeting format, which was planned  to have featured audio-visual projection, was also altered.

As a result, after the meal, the President presented a talk on Roger Bushell, the BIG X of the Great Escape. A
remarkable talented and dedicated man of great persistence, he had proved a permanent thorn in the side of the
Nazis during his captivity, prior to his �nal capture and execution, together with 49 others. His personal life, and
relationship with the fairer sex was also complex and the devotion of his true love continuing long after his demise
is very moving.

The President reported on the Victorian Quarterly Meeting which featured only 12 representatives present.
Concern was expressed at the request by the ADF to terminate the popular Gift Parcel Programme to Service
personnel overseas. Welfare to AFA members was also of concern especially with the responsibilities and
quali�cations necessary for those in an advisory role. Planning for the November 4th event was also presented
in detail.

Penny Roberts then presented a Welfare Report with regard to the death of Bill Wilkie, and the illness of Bruce
Clifton and Peter Schoutens and the happier news of the 68th Wedding Anniversary of Ian and Jean Schroeter. Her
report concluded with a summing up of the Battle of Britain commemorations.

Noel Hutchins reported on the progress of the 1 WAGS research, the development of the RSL Poppy Club and their
recent Concert and the coming Celtic Concert on October 14th.

Other imminent events include the Meet a Mate Day on October 4th, the DVA Commemorations at the Australian
ex-POW Memorial on October 16th, the Air Force Association Armistice Centenary Commemorations at Point Cook
on Sunday November 4th and of course the Ballarat Commemoration at the Arch of Victory on Sunday
November 11th.

The next meeting is at the Stan White-Hall on Tuesday November 6 at 12 M D.( YES on Melbourne Cup Day) for an
interesting video presentation and YES you will be home in time for the CUP!!   (Tom Roberts Pres.)
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1WAGS Project Team
At a meeting of the 1WAGS Project Team, our AFA Ballarat President Tom Roberts made it very clear that, as
President, he does not recognise the 1WAGS Project Team as being part of the Air Force Association Ballarat Branch
and that it has nothing to do with the upcoming rooms to be allocated for use by our branch of the Air Force
Association.  In deference to Tom and the work that he has put into this branch it was decided to let it rest as that.
It was moved and passed that the 1WAGS  team continue it’s work on the research/compilation of 1WAGS records
and memorabilia gathering, and that members at monthly meetings vote on matters relating to the new rooms.

Application to the City of Ballarat for funding for the proposed 1WAGS Memorial website will now be left for action
by the incoming 2019 AFA Ballarat Branch committee following on from the 2019 Annual General Meeting in
February next, at which time it is envisaged that the 1WAGS Project Team would not be needed  any longer if
su�cient members put their hands up to �ll committee positions.    ( Noel Hutchins, Administrator, 1WAGS Project Team)      
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REMEMBRANCE DAY BALLARAT
Sunday, 11 November, 2018

ORDER OF SERVICE
held at the Arch of Victory, Sturt Street, commencing 10:15am

Call to Attention
Welcome - MC, Bruce Roberts

Catafalque party mounts - 8th/7th Battalion, RVR
Arch of Victory / Avenue of Honour story - Bruce Price

Narratives
Hymn
Prayer

Stories and Poems
Commemorative Address - Guest Speaker, Garry Snowden OAM

Wreath Laying (Part 1)
Vote of Thanks - Mayor of the City of Ballarat, Samantha McIntosh

Ringing of the Bell
Pre�x and Ode - Mick Carroll, RSM, 8th/7th Battalion, RVR

Last Post
Last Toll

One Minute’s Silence
Rouse

Piper’s Lament
Catafalque party dismounts

Wreath Laying (Part 2)
Close

Refreshments and camaraderie to follow at
Midlands - Ballarat RSL Sports and Services Club

100 Year Armistice Anniversary
On 11 November 2018, we mark not only the annual Remembrance Day commemorations but also the 100th

anniversary of the Armistice, the cessation of hostilities in World War One, bringing to an end a terrible and
destructive war. It is a time to remember not only all those who lost their lives, their health and their well-being
during World War One and later con�icts, but to use the commemoration to recommit to the concept of peace.
11 November 2018 will also bring the Anzac Centenary to a close and to especially honour those who served in

The Great War, this year’s Remembrance Day service in Ballarat will be held at the Arch of Victory.

SUNDAY 4TH  NOVEMBER 2018
RAAF BASE POINT COOK 

Did you get your name in in time to receive your invitation to the
pre-Commemorative Service Reception ?  If so you should

have by now received your invitation and car pass
DONT FORGET TO TAKE THEM

If you missed out on getting in for an invitation to the 
reception, well THE GATES OPEN AT 6.30 PM as an ‘OPEN BASE’

so you can still come to this
Very Special 

COMMEMORATIVE EVENT

TELL YOUR FRIENDS

CENTENARY OF WWI ARMISTICE COMMEMORATION

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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